Motte & Bailey
18th June 2006
Team Report: Steph and Marion
Pre-vigil Temperature Readings 12.18-12.20am
Restaurant Area 21°C
Middle Bar/Restaurant 25°C
Far End Bar 25°C
Corridor to toilets 23°C
12.30am Ouija in Middle Bar/Restaurant starts (Andy, Leana, Elaine, Marion)
12.35am Steph sees a shadow move behind the bar (past Stella pump) going from
right to left. Bill tries to recreate the shadow from various locations but could not.
12.39am Bill sees a red light (like and LED) on top of Stephs camcorder. There is no
light on the camcorder
12.45am (Ouija – Leana, Jane, Richard, Steph, Marion) Leana smells cigar smoke
and both sides of her jaw feel numb
12.48am Marion smells tobacco and Jane smells a pipe
12.51am Steph (sitting by the window) feels cold and a presence)
1.00 -1.40am (Séance – Steph, Marion, Jane, Leana, Richard)
Jane is touched on her left arm.
Leana experiences pain in her right eye, more than once.
Elaine has picked up the name ‘John’ earlier in the Ouija experiment
Marion picks up WW2 and RAF
Richard has numbness in his left arm
Marion has pain in her right hand
Marion picks up on Guns under a plane, Richard has the same thoughts.
Steph feels dizzy and queasy
Marion smells antiseptic, lemon&lime/spicy
Richards right eye is sore
Marion picks up the name Sally and sees a black cat/whiskers and mentions Puma
(discussion ensues about military aircraft and vehicles during séance)
Steph hears whispering from the window area and also hears a sigh
Vigils
Blue Bedroom 2.00-2.45am
Temperature 24°C
2.05am + 2.10am Marion hears her name called
Marion can hear people whispering
Marion picks up the name ‘Malcolm’
2.25am Temperature 23°C
2.34am Marion gets the words ‘Pick it up!’
2.40am Marion feels a presence with her, which is strong
2.41am Marion gets a scene of people running in a picture negative view similar to
police helicopter heat sensors
2.45am Steph feels cold on her left side around her knee. Temperature remains 23°C
2.46am Marion smells burning dust

Rocking Chair Room 3.10-3.55am
Temperature 23°C
3.15am Marion gets a man hanging upside down with short brown spiky hair
3.17am Marion gets a big green grasshopper
3.29am Steph sees something move quickly across the floor from the direction of the
stairs to the wall opposite (between this room and the blue bedroom) Described as
small and dark
3.33am Steph sees a small flash of red light on the top right corner of the doorframe
to the bunk bed room opposite
3.35am Marion picks up a Lady who is very well dressed in pink satin who appears
middle aged
3.37am Marion hears a crackling noise coming from the far end of the couch,
opposite to where Steph is sitting. Steph did not hear the noise
3.38 – 3.43am Steph and Marion can hear voices. Seemed to be coming from the
stairs direction, possibly outside. Check of window by stairs showed no one outside.
To be checked with other members.
3.46am Steph conducts pendulum experiment. Results:
46-year-old woman. Lived and worked in the area but did not die in the area. She did
not work at the pub but knew someone who did very well.
3.51am Temperature 23°C
Lounge 4.20-5.05am
Nothing to report
Far End Bar Area 5.15-5.45am
5.30am Marion sees a man drinking a pint of Guinness and draws a sketch. (Similar
looking to the man hanging upside down)
Update
StephCam:
Small line of light on the bar
Small dot of light on the bar
Voices heard in the Rocking Chair Room were confirmed as Elaine and Richard who
were down in the cellar. These were confirmed through Elaine’s testimony and the
supporting evidence of the notes made during the vigil and camcorder footage, which
both gave the same timings.

